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Principal’s Corner

WHAT’S HAPPENING
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Join us for the start of an exciting new decade.
2010!  Wow!  How did the first decade of the new millennium pass by so quickly?  

Thanks for your partnership over many years in encouraging and helping to support Trout 
Lake School District.  Over the holidays I was reflecting on how many great connections 
the community has made with our school in just the last year.  I came up with a list of 20 
things that have happened within the last six months.  Here are just a few of those things.

•  A servant oriented community member, Linda Robertson,  comes into my of-
fice and says that world class fiddler Hanneke Cassel will be in the area and that the school should try to host her at an assembly for our students.  
The community member helps to facilitate this and it becomes a reality.  Our students benefit from a great assembly!

•  The Community Club organizes the Thanksgiving Community Feast.  Our students are able to help serve and eat a wonderful meal with their 
families and over 200 community members.  Some of our students are able to show off their talents to those who come to the feast. Elementary teachers 
helped their students to create beautiful table decorations and secondary students help to set up tables and chairs with support from additional staff.

•  Page Logan, an energetic community member helps to organize our Holiday Extravaganza.  Students make crafts and 11 food baskets that 
are then distributed to community members on the last day before the Christmas/Holiday Break.  
Staff within the school organized a canned food drive to help support the food baskets.

•  The Community Foundation and all the folks connected work to raise funds so that students 
will have an easier time pursuing a first rate post secondary education.  Students help during the 
community rummage sale and make connections with community members.  Think of the strong 
positive message that this is sending to students about the value of education.

Speaking of being thankful, this month is School Board Appreciation.  We have some wonder-
fully dedicated board members.  If you see the following board members around town let them 
know that you appreciate their service.

•  Carl Allaway: 25 years of service 
•  Diane Paxson: 6 years of service 
•  SunDee Yarnell: 8 years of service
•  Jim Wells: 10 years of service
•  Camden McMahon: Newly elected in November
By the way, Camden replaced Cheryl Mack who had close to 20 years on the board.  So express 

appreciation to Cheryl as well for her many years of service to the school.  As always if you have 
concerns or questions don’t hesitate to drop by the school or catch me around town.

Doug

What’s Happening

o Tues. (Feb. 9)
100th Day Celeribration

f Tues. (Jan. 26)
End of Semester 1
Early Release 11:48
Grade Check 

a Wed. (Jan. 27)
Semester 2 begins

b Fri. (Jan. 29)
Clark College Jazz Festival

d Sat. (Jan. 30)
Homecoming

r Mon. (Feb. 15)
 Presidents Day No School

w Thurs. (Feb. 18)
 Grade Check

j Mon.-Fri. (Jan. 25-29)
Spirt week

Fri. (Feb. 12)
  Snow Day No School

w
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Chagas Disease
This disease, transmitted through parasites, is 
fortunately not common in the US.

Chagas disease was first discovered in 1909 by a Brazilian physi-
cian, Carlos Chagas. The disease starts with a fever and swelling. After 
this, symptoms may range from mild to severe, 
including heart defects.

The parasite that causes the 
disease, Trypanosoma cruzi, is 
usually only 
found in 
rural areas of 
the Americas. 
Triatomine 
bugs (blood sucking 
insects) are the most common vector 
for Chagas disease. If you were to 
come in contact with the Triato-
mine bug’s feces, you are quite 
likely to contract the disease. 
This is also the case in a blood 
transfusion that was 
contaminated with 
the disease and if 
you get an organ 
from an organ donor 
who had it.  

At first you 
might think, “Oh, 
well, they wouldn’t 
allow anyone who 
had Chagas disease 
to become an organ 
donor or give blood, and 
I certainly will not come in 
contact with such a creature as 
the Triatomine bug…” And for 
the most part, this is true. Organ 
and blood donors are usually 
tested for such dangerous diseases 
and the Triatomine bug is mainly 
found in rural parts of Latin 
America. However, while a person 
might have some swelling of tissue 
from the disease right after being in-
fected (this is called the acute stage of 
the disease, when many parasites are in 
the blood stream), after a while, this stage 
turns into the chronic indeterminate stage 
of Chagas disease. In this state, there are few 
or no parasites to be found in the blood. When 
victims enter this stage of the disease, it is harder 
to identify the person as having Chagas disease since 
it is nearly impossible to find any parasites in a blood 
smear during this stage. Many people stay in this prolonged 
stage for their entire life, never developing further symptoms. With 
this, it is possible that they may become an organ donor and pass on 
the disease. This is a worst case scenario. Those that do contract the 

disease might end up with heart defects such as heart rhythm abnor-
malities or problems with the heart pumping blood. 

One of the only hints you might get to tell you that you are now 
infected by Chagas disease is the inflammation of tissue in your body, 
but the only way you’ll know for sure is to get a blood smear and have it 

examined under a microscope for parasites in the blood.
In order to avoid getting Chagas disease, 

insecticides are often used to elimi-
nate Triatomine bugs in the 

area. Also, screening for the 
disease in blood and organ 

donations is wise.  These 
are simply 
control 
strategies 

to prevent 
the spread of 

Chagas disease. If you do get 
the disease, it can be life 

threatening and should 
be tended to as soon as 

possible. There are two 
different approaches to 
treatment: antiparasitic 
and symptomatic. An-

tiparasitic treatment 
kills the parasites 

infesting the body 
and symptomatic 
treatment manages 
the symptoms that 
Chagas disease 
causes. Both can be 

life saving. 
At this time, 

Chagas disease is not 
widespread and has 

only been found in Ari-
zona and Massachusetts of 

the United States. However, 
the Division of Parasitic Dis-

eases (DPD) plans to increase 
surveillance of the disease and 

advance the prevention and control 
of Chagas disease .  

Jessie Robertson



Malaria
Transmitted by lowly mosquitos, malaria is a leading 
cause of death worldwide.
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Malaria is one of the most devastating diseases in the world. It 
infects over 350 million people each year and of those infected, 1-3 
million die. Malaria is a type of protist that is transmitted by female 
mosquitoes. It’s found in the Americas, Asia and Africa, and because 
mosquitoes prosper in moist and warm conditions malaria is most 
common in the tropics.

Malaria has been affecting humans for 
50,000 years and has been documented for 
over 4,700 years, originally by the Chinese. 
Though much work has been put into 
controlling malaria throughout the tropics, 
it’s still a major problem in southern Asia 
and is growing at an alarming rate through-
out Sub-Saharan Africa. Malaria is a major 
problem in Sub-Saharan African countries 
for two key reasons—the Sub-Sahara region 
of Africa has climate and conditions ideal 
for mosquitoes to live and reproduce and 
mainly due to economic reasons, there is 
also a lack of malaria prevention and malaria 
treatment drugs.

Malaria is caused by a sophisticated 
protist that usually attacks the liver. When a 
mosquito carrying the malaria disease bites 
a person, the malaria parasites are transferred through the mosquito’s 
saliva into the victim’s body. The parasite then moves to the victim’s 
liver where it remains dormant for between two weeks and three years. 
Once it becomes active again the parasite multiplies within the victim’s 
red blood cell which usually causes a fever and headaches. Depending 
on the type of malaria parasite; Plasmodium vivax, Plasmodium ovale, 
Plasmodium falciparum, or Plasmodium malariae, different symptoms 
such as shivering, joint pain, muscular pain, and fatigue may also oc-
cur. The most notable malaria symptom is sudden chills and shaking 
followed by fever and sweating for about six hours. This series 
of symptoms reoccurs every two to three days depending on 
the type of parasite. 

Severe malaria, usually in the Plasmodium 
falciparum form, can lead to coma and if untreated 
to death. The malaria parasite in the victim’s blood 
will sometimes cause intracranial pressure and/or 
brain damage especially in young and 
developing children. This will often 
cause cognitive impairments includ-
ing memory loss, difficulty under-
standing conversations, and often 
misplacement of objects. Severe 
brain damage can occasion-
ally put victims 
into a coma. If the 
Plasmodium falciparum form of 
malaria is not treated soon the 
symptoms will worsen, 
and often lead to 
death. 

Though the effects of malaria can be very severe, there are multiple 
ways to prevent the disease. The first and most practical way to prevent 
infection from malaria is to avoid being bitten by mosquitoes in high-
risk areas. For travelers this includes using bug prevention lotions and 
sprays which usually contain DEET as well as using mosquito head 
nets and mosquito bed nets. For residents of malaria-risk areas there 
are a few additional techniques to keep away from mosquitoes. Spray-
ing insecticides such as DDT across areas where there are high popula-
tions of people and malaria-infected mosquitoes has been beneficial in 
many instances. However, powerful insecticides can cause additional 

health problems and there have been docu-
mented cases of mosquitoes building immunity 
to certain insecticides. In addition, people can 
take malaria prevention drugs such as quina-
crine and chloroquince to keep malaria out of 
their body. Unfortunately, because preventative 
drugs are expensive, have many side effects, and 
aren’t available everywhere, using these drugs 
are not as convenient for people who reside 
full time in malaria risk areas as they are for 
travelers. 

Once diagnosed with malaria there are 
antimalarial drugs that can kill or weaken the 
malaria parasites. Many of the drugs used in 
treatment of malaria such as chloroquine and 
amodiaquine are also used in its prevention. 
Because malaria will sometimes develop a toler-
ance to certain antimalarial drugs combina-

tions of the drugs are often used to better fight the disease.  Malaria is a 
dangerous disease spread throughout the tropics infecting hundreds of 
millions of people each year, but much time and money is being spent 
each year to figure out how to control the disease.  

Todd Wells

Red blood cells burst after malarial infection. 
Source: www.biology.ccsu.edu
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January Students of the Month
CURRENT EVENTS

January’s theme is enthusiasm  —lively interest in a pursuit or activity.

From Left: Jasmin Nunez, Elemen-
tary, (nominated by Mrs. Baker): 
Jasmin is a strong student who is easily 
inspired by new ideas. She uses this 
positive energy to make learning fun.
Amy Underwood, High School, 
(nominated by Mrs. Simonis and Mrs. 
Fink): Amy always approaches tasks 
with a positive attitude. She finds joy 
in everything she does in school, her 
activities and everyday life.
Skylar Sanders (not pictured), 
Middle School, (nominated by Mr. 
Dearden): Skylar is enthusiastic about 
the jobs he is given. He is willing to 
try different activities. Skylar exhibits 
passion and enthusiasm when playing 
basketball for the Mustangs.
Juan Rico, Middle School, (nomi-
nated by Mrs. Anderson): He always 
works hard on his assignments and 
is cheerful, even when the work is 
difficult.

“Burning up the Slopes” by Eli Caudillo
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Downhill vs. Cross-Country Skiing 
The Northwest has winter fun to suit the tastes of any snow-lover.

Chase England

Many residents of the Trout Lake Valley are overcome with a child-like giddi-
ness when the annual snow fall begins. The snow is a sign of autumn’s 
resign and the start of winter. Winter storms open up a wide variety 
of sports and activities to snow lovers of all ages. While snowball 
fights and sledding are great winter pastimes, most Trout Lake win-
ter sport enthusiasts choose to either cross country skiing, Alpine 
skiing (or snowboarding), or a combination of both. 

Cross country skiing has been a main winter hobby for a long 
time. Originally there was one kind of cross country ski that 
is now fittingly, called the classic ski. Classic skis have what is 
called a kick zone located around the middle of the ski. The 
kick zone grips the snow much more than any other part of 
the ski causing the skier to be propelled forward. Commonly 
the kick zone is comprised of scales that grip the snow in 
one direction while letting the skier glide in the other direc-
tion. However, more competitive skiers use a type of sticky 
wax on their kick zones called kick wax. Kick wax is rubbed 
into the ski with a piece of cork and is said to work much 
better than waxless skis with scales in their kick zones. 

Later on cross country skiers started to crave more speed and result-
ing from their desire was the skate ski. Skate skiing is a much faster type of 
cross country skiing. Unlike classic skis, skate skis do not have a kick zone. 
This is because skate skiers continuously glide through the snow from left 
to right causing forward motion much the technique used in ice skating. 
The downside to skate skiing is that you must do it on a track that is well 
groomed or packed whereas; classic skis can go just about anywhere there is 
snow. The poles used for skate skiing are typically a bit longer than those used 
for classic skiing but other than that they are practically interchangeable. Most 
cross country skiers wear light clothing unless it is either very cold outside 
or they are not planning on moving very quickly. Light clothing is worn 
due to the fact that cross country skiing is a great workout 

that causes your body to generate a high amount of 
heat. While skate skiing does give the cross country 
skier a speed advantage over the classic skier, Alpine 
Skiing takes the speed to a much higher level. 

Alpine skiing, also called downhill skiing, must be 
performed at a place where there is access to downhill 

terrain. The main difference between downhill ski-
ing and cross country skiing is that in downhill 

skiing you rely more on gravity rather than 
friction. Letting gravity take you down a 
slope means that you will gain more speed 
much faster. The cross country skier tries 
to eliminate the loss of momentum and 

speed while the downhill skier (for the most 
part) has to make turns to avoid gaining too 

much momentum. Another advantage 
of downhill skiing 

is that it is usually 
performed on high elevation mountains 

meaning that they get snow before 
cross country trails which usually 

lets them open first. Downhill 
skiing is much more danger-

ous than cross country ski-
ing however, mountain 

resorts usually have 
a surplus of people 

who are willing 
to help if 

you are in a 
crash. Most mountains have ski patrollers 

who are specially trained to help you if you are in a crash. 
Downhill skiing is usually linked to the “adrenaline junkie” which 

would explain the introduction of terrain parks. Terrain parks are designated 
areas of a ski mountain where there are only jumps, rails and boxes. Also resulting 
from the want for more of a thrill is the half pipe and the super pipe. The half 
pipe is a much like a giant tube cut in half vertically making it into a large “U” 
shape. The super pipe is very similar to the half pipe with the one exception that 

the super pipe is larger. Whether you prefer catching air in the terrain park or 
just speeding down a freshly groomed mountain trail, also known as a “run”, 

downhill skiing is exhilarating and great way to stay fit during the winter. 
Metaphorically, cross country skiing is the “old master” whereas 

downhill skiing is “the new kid in school.” Whether you choose down-
hill skiing, cross country skiing, or both, they are both great ways to 
use the snow for fun while staying in shape during the winter months. 

“Burning up the Slopes” by Eli Caudillo



On Friday nights at 7:00 I sit down on the couch like many others to watch USA Network’s hit show 
“White Collar.” To the average crime show viewer it may seem like a boring PG rated show. There are no mur-
derers or shootings. But there is much more to entertainment than violence. “White Collar” combines a great 
mystery with humor and likeable characters.  The two main characters are Peter Burke and Neal Caffrey. Peter 
and Neal are very different, but have similarities that make them likeable, and they usually work well together. 

Neal is a rich white collar criminal who has been convicted of multiple forgeries, thefts, and scams. Peter is 
the FBI agent who caught him. The two have partnered up to solve crime after Agent Burke realized how 
smart and useful Neal was. So they made a deal that Neal would help the FBI and would eventually 
get his freedom. In the mean time he wears a tracker so that Peter knows exactly where he is.  Neal 
is always willing to take big risks whether it is going undercover to catch dangerous criminals or 
breaking the law and risking imprisonment. Peter on the other hand tries to do everything legally 
and doesn’t like to risk Neal’s life by having him go undercover. Neal is proud of his crimes and 
knows how to catch other criminals because of his past. Peter takes pride in catching criminals 
with his FBI knowledge. Women are attracted to Neal and he loves the attention. He will flirt 
with them but he is only in love with his girlfriend Kate. He is very social and likes to look his 
best with designer clothes. In contrast Peter feels disloyal to his wife Elizabeth by just being 
around pretty women. He is socially clueless and has no sense of style in clothing. 

Neal and Peter are alike in that they are loyal to each other and trust one another. Neal 
never betrays Peter by running off when given the chance. Many times Neal’s tracker is cut 
off and he is in possession of millions of dollars while he is undercover. Peter trusts Neal to 
make the right choices.  When Neal was accused of stealing a diamond necklace Peter’s bet-
ter judgment told him that he did it. But he was loyal to him and helped prove that he was 
innocent. Another way they are alike is that their lives are centered around the women they 
love. Neal started his life of crime to support his girlfriend Kate. 
Then when she went missing he broke out of jail to find her 
even though he knew it meant another prison sentence. Peter, 
who spends a lot of time away from home, always finds a way 
to see Elizabeth all through the day. He tries his best to keep 
her safe and out of his work life which can sometimes be very 
dangerous.  

Neal and Peter work very well together and that is what 
makes the show so appealing. They solve the case together. Then 
Neal goes in undercover to catch the criminals and Peter runs in 
to arrest them. Peter knows exactly when Neal needs him and 
runs in to help him. They also work well together because they 
both dislike violence. Although Neal was a criminal he never 
hurt anyone to get what he wanted. He hates guns and knows 
how to get what he wants without violence. Peter tries to make 
sure that all of his plans go off without any violence involved. 
They both have a great sense of humor. When together they are 
funny and make fun of each other constantly. The only times 
they do not work well together is when Neal tries to find Kate. 
Peter doesn’t want Neal to spend his life looking for Kate so 
they usually fight about her. This conflict between them makes 
you wonder why Peter gets so irritated about Neal trying to find 
Kate. 

Neal Caffrey and Peter Burke make the perfect crime fight-
ing duo. Former enemies turn into friends solving mystery after 
mystery.  Humor, mystery, suspense, and romance are all packed 
into this show. Without Peter; Neal would be a flirtatious crimi-
nal in prison and without Neal Peter would be an overworked 
FBI agent who has a hard time solving cases. Their differences 
are what make them work well together and make the show 
interesting. 

White Collar Characters
For a sophomore English  “comparison-contrast” paper, Alyssa Pearce examines characters on the hit show White Collar.
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Cascade WellnessClinic

Safe, Effective Treatment for:

Over 20 years of experience 
helping individuals improve their lives with 
  gentle, 
          natural, 
                   drug-free, 
                            non-surgical
chiropractic care, massage and nutritionchiropractic care, massage and nutrition

Sports Injuries, Car Crashes, Headaches, Neck & Back Pain

663 Sunnyside Road
Trout Lake, WA 98650

Accepting New Patients!
        Call Now: 509-395-0024

www.cascadewellnessclinic.com

Dr. Rick Allen
Chiropractor & Massage Therapist
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Anna Nakae (right) writes about “being a man” for AP English. 

The Creation of Man
An AP English essay by Jessie Robertson (left below) about what it means to be a member of the opposite gender.

HIGH SCHOOL WRITING

I am a man. There is no question. There will never be a doubt in your mind—ever 
to the contrary. We fear being categorized as having female characteristics or being 

called a girl because we know we aren’t. We are men and so have to assert our manli-
ness to the world for all to see, lest someone misjudge us. What we portray is 

quite simple: to be a man is to not be a woman.
Even from a biological standpoint we men are opposites of our female 

counterparts. Our lives are controlled by raging testosterone while theirs are 
blamed on infuriating estrogen. We are rigid and straight, they are soft and 
have curves. We are the holders of sperm dying to escape; they are the keep-
ers of eggs tucked away in quiet corners. We impregnate, they give birth. 
These physical differences are the beginning of a crack between the genders.

As children, manliness is drilled into us. The toy industry caters directly 
to specific genders. For instance, my sisters played with American Girl 
Dolls and I played with GI Joes. While a boy might play with baby dolls or 
a girl may race matchbox cars, generally, boys and girls have different toys 
that send different messages. Toys for boys are all about guns, muscles and 
aggression, or more basically, the opposite of toys for girls—which promote 
nurturing, manners and gentleness. It’s not just the toys that we play with 
while we grow that divide the genders, the media does as well. For instance, 
I loved watching cartoon superheroes and, looking back on it, they became 

my role models. I wanted to have super powers, protect the innocent, never 
show emotion and always get the girl. I wanted to grow up to possess all the 

qualities that our society considers masculine. The constant outside pressure 

I created Earth and animals first; then I created Man in My image. Man was put on Earth to care for the rest of the world and its gardens 
and creatures. But Man was lonely and I created Woman from Man’s rib. They seemed the same —they had hair, noses, mouths, skin, legs, and 
hands—and yet the two were different as I made them. Woman was curious and almost childlike in her behavior and thoughts. She was not as 
serious as Man. She was the child. Man was the teacher. Let me introduce you to Man: The ever-strong, ever-knowledgeable specimen that lives 
to work, provide, and discipline until he dies. 

Man was born to work. Man was born to hoe the gardens and plant seeds and take milk from my cows. Even in the modern day, Man is in the 
world to work, building towers and ditches and businesses and scientific instruments. It is what I expected him to do and it is what the rest of the 
world now expects him to do. Other men expect Man to take a great role in all endeavors. Man must be strong in supporting the things that he 
creates. If he is not strong and does not sustain his creations, then Man is a failure. To not work would mean that he is lazy and not fulfilling his 
duties. To fulfill his duties was part of Man’s mindset from the beginning, and for Man to not work and build would be going against his nature. 

Not only does Man work and create, but I put him in place to act as provider for Woman, Child, and other creatures of Earth. Man sows the 
grain by which he provides food for his family. He builds their shelter and provides them with education. Man is the teacher and educator. Man 
sets the example. Man must be such that others will look up to him for direction. Man holds all of the knowledge and intellect so that he always 
has the answer to any situation that might arise and may provide others with the answer. If Man does not know the answer to life’s questions, and 
persons who are not as adequate do, then Man is shamed. After such a case, he must work to rebuild My respect for him.

It is also Man’s job to act as disciplinarian. This is part of the provision that he demonstrates. It is Man’s place to determine what is right and 
wrong and educate his family as such. Although this job often portrays Man as cold-hearted in comparison to Woman, it is necessary to be sure 
that all those below him in education know all the values that Man may teach and will be able to tell the difference in their future. Man is the 
father, and he is the one who is in charge of educating his children as Woman is not. At times, it may seem that Woman knows better, but she is 
not the head of the household. Man must at all times be knowledgeable.  This may be a burden to Man, but it is his place.

Man works and, thus, provides for other men and women. With this provision, he offers discipline for his family and others he must care 
for. This is a hard task for Man at times as all falls on his shoulders. There are countless qualities that Man must envelop and if he is not those 
qualities, then Man will be inadequate. He must be strong; he must be able to support all that I created. Man needs to be able to fulfill all that is 
expected of him, and if he does not, then he will not be the vassal I need. It is all up to him, who was made in My image. You are now introduced 
to Man.         

What it means to be a man

Continuted on page 10



to “be a man” drives us to separate ourselves from 
the female gender because there is no commonality. 
Without a mutual understanding of each other—and 
the ever present reminder that we shouldn’t want to 
be feminine—the divide between male and female in-
creases from a crack to a jagged canyon with no bridge 
to allow cross over. 

The years of adolescence maintain this divide, 
mostly because of the change in relationship dynam-
ics. As a teenager, my relationships with my friends 
have changed. I have known my closest friends for 
the longest time so I know everything about them 
and vice versa. Even expressing too much emotion in 
front of them—the people that are closest to me—is 
a social taboo because that is what girls do. Girls share 
all their secrets and express an overload of outpouring 
emotions so, as men, doing this is simply unaccept-
able. Not only is this something that every guy is aware 
of subconsciously, we are constantly reminding each 
other that to be a man, we must not be a woman. We 
always say “You’re such a girl” or “You throw like a 
girl” or “Be a man, suck it up” or even “Stop being 
such a girl about it,” all of which relay the same mes-
sage—stop acting like a woman because that is not 
what men do. The other change in relationships is the 
beginning of dating and romantic relationships. Of 
course, we don’t really want relationships; we just want 
the physical stuff like sex because girls want relation-
ships. If we do want the relationships, then we might 
be seen as girls. Even though this may be all we want, 
we do get roped into going on dates and, just like 
our morning cartoons taught us, we are the providers 
and protectors. We pay for the movie and dinner and 
anything else our girlfriends might want. We envelop 
them in arms of safety and stare down any other guys 
who might try to check them out. We dominate our 
relationships because we feel it is our jobs as men since 
women traditionally don’t have leadership roles.

As we grow into adults we retain this desire to be 
a leader and in charge. We will dominate our class-
rooms and come out number one. We will continue to 
control our relationships because that is how we have 
learned to respond. We will never be able to com-
municate well with the opposite gender because of a 
life time of segregation—mostly mental but physical 
as well—and so that is how we define ourselves. We 
are the opposites of women. Our most constant and 
visual reminders are the physical differences in male 
and female bodies. Mentally, it begins during our 
childhood with commercialization and then is fueled 
by our peers and the society around us. In the very 
beginning of our development, male and female are 
all female. Then the body is tweaked in the womb to 
fit gender specifications. From this point on, men and 
women are separated by the chasm that our world cre-
ates. Instead of being the parallel to the opposite side 
of this gaping hole between the genders, we strive to 
be the contradiction and this has become the defini-
tion of man. 
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while the class of 2013’s acceptance rate was 57%. Over these six years, 
about five-thousand more people applied to UW. This increase is not as 
significant as in Harvard’s case because UW is several times larger than 
Harvard, but it shows that colleges everywhere are seeing a common 
trend to some degree.

Last year was the hardest year to get into college yet by all accounts. 
Because admission statistics for the class of 2014 are not out yet, we’re 
not sure if acceptance rates will continue to fall, but speculation leads us 
to believe that last year was probably a peak. However, there could just 
as easily be another peak in the next few years, and there will certainly 
be another peak in forty to fifty years when the applicant pool of the 
past few years’ kids are applying to college. And I thought I had reason 

to complain. I wouldn’t want to be competing in the 
class of 2060.

What college admissions will be like in several de-
cades is a mystery. College could become something 
reserved only for a select few, or colleges could decide 
to increase their class sizes. Certainly, more colleges 
will be created to accommodate for some of the 
increase in applicants, but I don’t think this will be 
enough to counteract a decrease in acceptance rates. 
Colleges in the United States are even older than the 
country itself, but they don’t evolve quickly, meaning 

they’re still changing and will never 
be static. A college education 

won’t mean the same thing 
nor will it be the same thing 
in a few decades. An increase 
in the applicant pool is only 
one of the many factors to 
consider in speculating on 
the future of higher educa-
tion, but it is perhaps the 
most identifiable bringer 
of change.

Colleges everywhere are becoming more selective as time goes 
by. Last year, there were 3,340,000 high school graduates, and 
this year there are only twenty thousand less. The baby boomer’s 
children are starting to go college. But this isn’t the only reason 
it’s becoming harder to be admitted to colleges. In order to ensure 
acceptance to a school acceptable to them, many applicants are 
starting to apply to several colleges. We’re talking about between 
ten and thirty institutions in some cases. Unfortunately for the ma-
jority of potential college students, it’s the people with outstanding 
qualifications who are more likely to do this. This means they will 
get accepted to several colleges while others’ chances of getting in 
significantly decreases.

The top schools show the trend of decreasing 
admission most clearly. Harvard University’s class 
of 2007 had a 15.1% acceptance rate, while the 
class of 2013 had a 7.1% acceptance rate. Over six 
years, Harvard University became twice as hard 
to get in to. This decrease is not the result of some 
elitist attitude at the Harvard admissions office, 
but a huge increase in the applicant pool. The class 
of 2013’s applicant pool had nine thousand more 
applicants than the class of 2007. Indeed, more 
people are applying to more schools.

Of course, not everyone applies to the Ivies (al-
though almost 30,000 people applied to Harvard 
last year). Nevertheless, the trend is not lim-
ited to the ultra-selective colleges. Our own 
public flagship, the University of 
Washington, has seen 
a marked decrease 
in acceptance as 
well. The class 
of 2007 had a 
71% accep-
tance rate, 

Understanding College Admissions
Luke Tibbott explains how America’s top colleges are becoming increasingly more selective.
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Remembering Mr. Agar

Jessie Robertson

“No one is dead and gone as long as we keep them in our hearts.” We have all heard variations 
of this phrase. However, I have never before realized just how true this phrase really is. 

Jeff Agar, the man who nurtured music in Trout Lake School for ten years, died on December 
21, 2009. I believe that it’s hard to imagine that the people we know who are so alive will one 
day pass away. This was part of what shocked many with the death of Mr. Agar at the young age 
of 47. This is the same Mr. Agar who arrived at the school every morning to teach, getting there 
before—and certainly more awake—than his students. This is the same Mr. Agar who rode the 
biggest roller coasters time after time at an amusement park when he took his band students to 
San Francisco, while many of his students could only stomach them once at most. With these as my 
memories of Mr. Agar, it’s almost hard to believe that this is the same Mr. Agar who passed away 
during winter break. 

Mr. Agar came to teach at Trout Lake School in 1998 and built an excellent band program. 
At the time, class was taught during the school day. After scheduling problems, Mr. Agar 
agreed to have his high school band class moved to 7:13 in the morning. As long 
as there were students who were willing and dedicated to coming to school for 
band at 7:13A.M. during the week, Mr. Agar was there willing and dedicated 
to teaching them. 

He  truly was a great teacher and always sought to better his students’ 
education. If Mr. Agar did not specialize in a specific instrument then 
he would call on other musicians, asking for their time to help tutor his 
students. He took his band students on trips to jazz festivals and other 
music oriented activities such as the Experience Music Project (EMP) 
in Seattle, Washington. The most recent trip with Trout Lake band 
students was in 2007 to Music in the Parks in San Francisco. Even 
when the band occasionally dwindled to five students, Mr. 
Agar was still there teaching with enthusiasm. 

Along with heading Trout Lake School’s music program, 
Mr. Agar coached the middle school track team, getting 
young athletes ready for the world of high school sports. 
He taught them how to run, how to throw a javelin, and 
was also quite avid in reminding students to protect their 
skin from the sun. Of course, when he wasn’t there to remind 
students, they would come home from track meets with sunburned 
backs. Often, one could find him on the track field during sunny days with 
a long sleeved shirt, pants, baseball cap, sunglasses, and—of course—sun 
block. 

When an opening came up in the White Salmon music department, Mr. 
Agar took the job. He lived in White Salmon, so getting a job in closer to 
home was ideal for him, even though we all missed him. I know he missed 
Trout Lake School, the staff, and the students as well. Even after he left 
Trout Lake School and no longer had an educational obligation to the 
students here, he still showed up at Trout Lake’s graduation, to see the 
students that he had taught for so long graduate and move on to the 
adult world. 

I think that was what made Mr. Agar such an exceptional teacher and 
truly a part of Trout Lake. He didn’t just teach because it was his duty; 
Mr. Agar really loved teaching and developed a close relationship with 
those he taught and worked with. Over the course of his years in TL, 
he has left countless students with advice and passed on knowledge. He 
would remind students to keep the knowledge they’ve gained with them, 
because no one will ever know when that knowledge may come in handy. 
He had many good memories that Trout Lake left him with, and he left 
us with quite a few as well. He’s given Trout Lake a myriad of knowledge 
and advice, and jokes and memories over the years. It’s impossible that 
Trout Lake will ever forget Mr. Agar because he has left us with so much. 
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2010 TLG Boys Basketball 
This year’s basketball team hasn’t had the best luck in games so far but they are showing some real potential. Most of their games have been 

close. The boys team always plays with a lot of spirit and as a result, the games always put fans on the edge of their seats. Out of the eight games 
the boys have played so far this season, they have won two.  “With only one loss in league play this year and our team quickly gaining experience 
playing together, we plan to use the two berths to state to our full advantage,” says sophomore player Brendan Wells. 

Top row from left, Coach 
Dan Conscienne, Jake 
Keithly, Gunnar Hooden-
pyl, Jacob Wells, Andy 
Wells, Tygh Schuster, Asst. 
Coach Aaron Oldenburg.
Middle row, Donny Wood-
ruff, Lucas King, Brendan 
Wells, CJ Schuster, Harvey 
Starr. Bottom row: Jaylin 
Throop, Jordan Wilson, 
Hunter English, Jackson 
Nakae, Alex King, Brian 
Langfield. 
Below right: Sophomore 
Lucas King secures a re-
bound against Klickitat. 
Below left: Senior Andy 
Wells leans into a shot 
over a Klickitat 
defender. 
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This page (clockwise from top left): Freshman Jacob Wells 
keeps his eyes on the ball as he reaches for an offensive 
rebound. 
Glenwood player Tygh Schuster gets a bear hug from an 
affectionate Klickitat defender.
Freshman Alex King drives past a Lyle defender on a TLG 
fast break.
Senior Donny Woodruff is surrounded by Three Rivers 
Christian defenders as he prepares to go up with a 
rebound.
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The Wells Brothers go to Mexico
Over Thanksgiving break Todd and Brendan Wells traveled to Veracruz, Mexico for an unforgettable kayaking trip.

The Wells brothers met up with Iker Beristain (upper left), Heather 
(right of Iker) and Nate Herbeck (not shown) to make a solid team of 
kayakers.

This page (Upper right) Brendan Wells hikes to Cascada Tru-
chas to take a look at the waterfall from the bottom. After a 
heavy rain that night the Wells brothers go back to run the 
same waterfall (lower left) with much more water. (Below) 
Brendan Wells kayaks over “Meat Locker,” a well known 
drop to local paddlers. 
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This page clockwise from 
upper left: A typical street 
in Mexico. 
Brendan Wells standing 
below “Big Bannana” 
waterfall. 
The view outside the house 
the group stayed in and the 
truck we rented. 
Brendan, a long way from 
the bottom of “Cascada 
Tomata.” 
Todd in the back of the 
truck with the boats look-
ing at a beautiful view of 
the surrounding moun-
tains. 
Todd plunges down the 
second drop of “Cascada 
Tomata.”         
Throughout our trip we 
were in many situations 
that forced us to practice 
the Spanish that we have 
learned in school—Todd 
and I were able to practice 
our Spanish by being im-
mersed in the real world. 
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High School Art
In this assignment, students were supposed to use a simple common object to create a fun and exciting pattern.  Stu-
dents were to investigate the shading of the object by turning it, showing various sides and views.  One color could be 
added to create an interesting element in the design.  Detail and line were to be added as needed to make highlights 
and create areas of interest. 

Laurie Sherburne

Valerie Vogt

Alex King

Sammi Thompson

Jackson Nakae
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Yartiza Nunez

Chelsea Cox 

Chase England

Anonymous
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Holiday Crafts
The Holiday Extravaganza is an annual activity that takes place on the last day of school before Winter Break. K-12 Stu-
dents have regular classes until lunch. Students do not have to bring a lunch to school during the extravaganza because 
lunch is provided by the school. This year’s lunch consisted of a can of soda, potato chips and a bottomless supply of 
delicious Subway sandwiches. After lunch, each class gathered and made crafts such as placemats, greeting cards, 
scarves, Christmas ornaments and much more. After the crafts were completed, students filed into classrooms where 
they watched Elf, A Christmas Story, or Indiana Jones. While the students watched the movies, the crafts were gathered 
into baskets and delivered throughout the community. In all, eleven baskets were sent out to members of the commu-
nity. The holiday extravaganza is a great way for students of all ages to have fun while giving back to the community.
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Biking to the top of Maui
Lindsey Scott writes about her family’s bike trek to the top of Mt. Haleakala on Maui.

Before I went to Maui I imagined lying on the beach and swim-
ming in the clear blue water.  Yet now, after that I’m home, I realize 
that the most memorable part of the trip took place in the center of 
the island, far from the shore.  

It all started when my Grandpa suggested that we go on a little 
“bike tour”.  One of the popular tourist activities is to hire one of the 
local bike shops to drive you up to the crater of Haleakala Volcano 
and from there guide you down on a bicycle.   My family and I 
laughed at this.  “What,” we said, “was the point of riding down if you 
didn’t ride up?”  So that’s how we ended up at the bottom of a volcano 
at eight o’clock the next morning.  The sign next to us read, “eleva-
tion: 3500 feet.”  According to the guide book the top was at 10,023 
feet.   We got on our fancy new rental bikes and started to climb. 

Looking up at the volcano the ride didn’t look so hard.  After living 
next to Mt. Adams it actually looked pretty easy.  Statistically I figured 
there must have been a typo in our guide book because it appeared 
there was no way that Haleakala is only about 2,200 feet shorter then 
our mountain.  It looked like it was half that size.  I should have taken 
the guide book seriously.  The entire road up the mountain is just a 
series of switchbacks with about a six and a half percent average grade.  
The ride was twenty-one miles altogether with a total elevation gain 
of 6,500 feet, all of it in the hot sun.  By the end I could barely peddle.  
Each turn of the wheels was an effort.  It was one of the hardest things 
I have ever done in my life.  

At the top there is a little visitors center.  It was there that I learned 

that Haleakala is one of the largest dormant volcanoes in the world, 
that is if you add the estimated 20,000 feet that is located below sea 
level.  The road that we had ridden up was one of the greatest eleva-
tion gains in the shortest distance in the world.  According to the Ha-
waiian legend, the demigod Maui went to the top of this volcano and 
lassoed the sun refusing to let go even as the sun begged for mercy.  
Not until the sun agreed to slow down its course through the sky and 
bathe the Hawaiian Islands with more hours of sunlight did Maui 
release his hold.  This is how it got the name Haleakala, or ‘House of 
the Sun’.  In ancient times the top of this volcano was thought to have 
spiritual power and was both a spiritual retreat and a battleground 
for the kahuna, or priests.  Some people still believe it holds special 
powers.  

At the top I looked down into the huge crater.  Again the size 
seemed smaller when I look down at it then what it actually was.  The 
crater is actually seven and a half miles long and two and a half miles 
wide.  It is big enough to hold the entire island of Manhattan.  Across 
the bottom runs a mini mountain range consisting of nine peaks, the 
smallest of which is 600 feet and the largest 1,000 feet tall.  

While looking down over this from the visitor’s center I noticed 
a stack of papers on the counter in front of me.  After getting a closer 
look I saw that is was a certificate reading, “Congratulations you  have 
survived the 37 mile drive up Haleakala Volcano.”

STUDENT ACTIVITIES
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Thank You Skyline Hospital!
Stephanie Irving, head of marketing for Skyline Hospital, discusses the generous gift of sports medical kits given to 
Trout Lake School by Skyline. 

Village Voice: What medical supplies did the school receive?
Stephanie Irving: Skyline Hospital supplied all the high school sports teams in the Skyline service district (which includes Trout Lake/Glen-

wood, Stevenson, Klickitat, Lyle, and Bickleton) with first aid kits. We filled DaKine duffle bag with (see list attached). DaKine kindly gave us 
their pro-deal on the bags so that helped keep the cost down for each bag. We gave enough to supply each team at each school during any given 
season, and we have committed to refilling them for the year as needed. Trout Lake received a total of three full first aid kits. Value of each kit 
(not including additional replacement items) is about $150. We call this program First Aid for Schools.

VV: Who started/ spearheaded this project?
  S. Irving: Mike Madden (CEO of Skyline) and I came up with this idea. As 

the new marketing director for Skyline (halftime marketing, halftime foundation 
director), I was looking for ways to reach out to the community in a real way--a 

way that would get Skyline’s name out there and add value to the community 
not just the recycle bin at the PO (where most newsletters end up). 

What we decided was to trade First Aid Kits (something that was 
right up our alley) for some positive outreach that schools can pro-

vide (through their newsletter, booster boards, and just general 
good will).
VV: Who gave us all of the supplies? 

S. Irving: They were all paid for by Skyline Hospital’s market-
ing department as a creative way to reach out to our service area. 
(More practical--and ultimately more cost effective--that an ad 
in a glossy magazine). Because we want to make sure that the 
Trout Lake students (and their families) know that Skyline 
Hospital is here for them when they need us. It’s one little way 
that Skyline is redefining rural health care. We’re trying to 
do a better job with reaching out to the community we serve 

from simply providing schools with first aid kits to opening our 
doors to more experts (who now hold clinic hours at Skyline) 
so that locals have better access to specialists.
VV: Will the school have to re-stock the bags or will the hos-

pital continuously provide supplies? 
S. Irving: The hospital has committed to restocking the bags 

through the 2009-2010 school year. We will be reviewing the value 
of the program verses the cost to Skyline at the end of the year. We’d 
love to hear back from community members and/or students on 
what they think of the kits, the program. The more we know that we 

have provided a need, the more apt we are to continue the program in 
the future years.

Johnson and Johnson athletic tape - 10 per kit
Pre Wrap - 4 per kit 
Tuff Skin 
Second skin (blister kit) 
Tape cutter (one cutter, one replacement blade) 
Blood kits: latex gloves, nasal plugs, gauge pads, iodine swabs,              

 and Band-aids. 
Instant Ice Packs - 3 per kit 

Plastic wrap (for holding ice packs in place) (2 per kit) 
Plastic wrap roller handle (one) 
Ace wraps: 2 per kit, 4 inch 
Nitrotan spray (germicide)
Peri-bottle with saline solution (wound and eye wash) 

CPR Protectors - 1 for each kit (these are inside a small          
      black key chain pocket).
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Skyline CEO Mike Madden presents a sports medical bag to Trout 
Lake Superintendent Doug Dearden at a school-wide assembly early in 
the school year. 
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Elementary News
The fourth grade writing class spent the past month studying and writing about the news.  These are examples of 
some of their work.

A Principal’s Job
Mr. Dearden is the principal of Trout Lake 
School, and his job is to run the school.  
Mr. Dearden says,” I started teaching about 
30 years ago, but became principal 9 years 
ago.”  Mr. Dearden also said, “I wanted 
to be principal because I like kids 
and teachers.”  I asked him what 
his average day was like.  He 
said, “Well, every day is unpre-
dictable.  Sometimes it’s a bad 
kid or something breaks down.”  
Keep up the good work, Mr. 
Dearden.
Serena Caballero
Grade 4

A Great Book Fair was Here!!!
Here in Trout Lake there was a great 
book fair for all of the kids at Trout 
Lake School.  Along with the book fair 

there was a contest for kids in 1st – 8th 
grades.  Any of the students who read 

350 minutes got a prize.  But are 
you wondering how the book fair 
manager, Jo Ann Poland, got the 
money for the prizes?  She said 
prize money was donated by the 
Trout Lake Community Club.  
Jo Ann also said she brought the 
book fair here so that we could 
get more books for our school.  
Thanks Jo Ann!

Birch Flitcraft

Snow
Soon the snow will be coming, so kids get prepared!  The 
snow here in Trout Lake can get packed up high.  
When it snows, kids like to build slides in the snow 
and tunnels under the snow.  We also like to build 
chairs to sit in.  No sleds allowed.
January 6th was the first day that the elementary 
students got to go outside for afternoon recess.  
We need to bring hats, gloves, boots, snow 
pants, and snow coats for snow play.  Kids 
without snow clothes will not get to play in 
the snow. 

Addison Newell
Grade 4

DESTINATION IMAGINATION
Destination Imagination teams are practicing at 
Trout Lake School!  Four teams, three middle 
school and one elementary, will compete against 
other teams in the state.  Each team has seven 
members.  All seven must be a team and they 
have to work together.    The team must choose 
a problem and the coach can not necessarily 
help.  Only the kids can solve their problem. The 
coach can only tell them instant challenges, 
which is when you have about five min-
utes to act or build something that you 
have just been told.  In addition, kids 
must think of irregular things or “think 
outside the box,” not regular.  This 
way the judges will be impressed. The 
first completion is near Olympia, in 
Rochester, Washington on March 6th, 
2010.    Good luck to the four teams 
when they go to compete.
Davis Melkonian
Grade 4
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Best Recess Games
Students of Trout Lake School have favorite 
games at recess.  Twenty-seven elementary 
students were asked what their favorite game is at 

recess.  The favorite game at recess is wall ball.  It 
had 17 votes, soccer had 7 votes, and basket-

ball had 3.  If you want to have fun at recess, 
play wall ball.

Luis Rico
Grade 4

The Awesome YBA
It’s coming, youth basketball for third through 5th 
grade boys and girls.  Trout Lake and Glenwood 
have a youth basketball program known as 
YBA.  It will be held in January and February, on 
Saturday mornings.    It will cost $15. The head 
coach this year is Steve Allaway. Kids can 
learn skills at YBA. Ethan Evans has learned 
skills like shooting.  Beau Modrich thinks 
it was awesome last year.Sign up on Janu-
ary 30th at Trout Lake School gym. Quick!

Seth Ballard
Grade 4

Great Wolf Lodge
How would you like to go on a fantastic family 
vacation to the Great Wolf Lodge?  It’s located 
in Grand Mound, Washington, and it is open 
all year long.  
There are so many things to do at the Great 
Wolf Lodge.  There is an arcade and even an 
indoor water park.  Last but not least, 
there is a wizard game that is very fun, 
but somewhat expensive.
Call in, make a reservation, and have 
a good time with your family at the 
Great Wolf Lodge.  Their phone num-
ber is 866-798-9653.

Jarin Musgrove
Grade 4

It’s Called The Nutcracker
Emily Shields and Kya Fee, two middle school 
kids at Trout Lake School, were in a ballet 
performance recently called The Nutcracker. It 
was held in Hood River at the Middle School 

auditorium on December 12th at 4:00 pm.  
Kya and Emily were soldiers in the play.  
They wore costumes with white pants, 

red suspenders, a red hat with feathers, 
a red belt, red cuffs, and a black leotard.  
In the play the soldiers have to dance.  
They also have to wear makeup on 
their faces.  Since September, the girls 

have practiced two days a week for one 
hour to learn their parts as soldiers.  They 

worked very hard and performed well.  
Sami Tardiff

Grade 4

The Thrilling Adventure of Lewis and Clark
How much do you know about Lewis and Clark?  
Well that is what the third and fourth graders are 
studying in Social Studies at Trout Lake School.  
Ms. Baker said that the great expedition study will 
include mapping, Native American Indian study, 
compasses, plant and animal species found, furs, 
fossils and trading items.  We used lessons and 
tools from a Forest Service trunk filled with 
fun information about Lewis and Clark.  
Ms. Baker had to return it, but the study 
goes on.  I think that it will be a fun study 
and help us learn many new things.

Anne Underwood
Grade 4
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2010 TLG Girls Basketball 
The TLG girls basketball team has started to prove themselves as top competitors in their league. The girls have a present record of eight to 

one and if they keep up their high standards, they are sure to have a spot in the state tournament. When Anna Nakae was asked if she enjoyed 
watching the game she responded, “Yes! Because there is so much enthusiasm out on the floor.” The one game that the TLG girls lost was against 
a team from White Swan who is not in our league. “We still have some things to work on—however, I believe we have a State-bound team,” says 
player Katie Yarnell.

Standing (l to r): Katie 
Yarnell, Candace Bal-
lard, Ashley Barrett, 
Dana Kavanagh, Assis-
tant Coach Tana Slaw-
son, Natasha Johnson, 
Coach Roger Huffsmith, 
Dakota Jones, Liz Vogt, 
Krissy Yarnell. 
Seated (l to r): Veronica 
Glenn, Chelsea Cox, 
Sammi Thompson, Amy 
Keithly.
Below right: Senior 
Katie Yarnell drives the 
lane past a Klickitat 
defender. 
Below left: Sophomore 
Lindsey Scott leads 
the TLG JV team’s fast 
break.
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Clockwise from top left: Coach Roger Huffsmith directs 
gives instructions to the TLG varsity team during a time 
out. 
Junior Krissy Yarnell protects the ball from two Lyle 
defenders before attempting a shot.
Junior Liz Vogt stretches high for a rebound in TLG’s 
home win against Klickitat on January 8.
Junior Natasha Johnson protects the ball from a Lyle 
player in a TLG JV game in Glenwood.
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